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This reports an experimental study on flow characteristics of a lithium target flow of International Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility

(IFMIF). Surface shapes of the target were tried to measure by pattern projection method that is a three dimensional image

measurement method. Irregularity of the surface shape caused by surface wakes was successfully measured by the method. 

IFMIF liquid lithium target is formed a flat plane jet of 25 mm in depth and 260 mm in width, and flows in a flow velocity range of 10

to 20 m/s. Aim of this study is to develop measurement techniques for monitoring of the target when IFMIF is in operation. The lithium

target flow is high speed jet and the temperature high is more than 500 K. Also, light is not transmitted into liquid metal lithium.

Therefore, almost of all flow measurement techniques developed for water are not used for lithium flow. In this study, pattern

projection method was employed to measure the surface irregularity of the target. In the method, stripe patterns are projected onto the

flow surface. The projected patterns are deformed according the surface shape. Three-dimensional surface shape is measured by

analyzing the deformed patterns recorded using a CCD camera. The method uses the property that lithium dose not transmit visible

lights.

The experiments were carried out using a lithium loop at Osaka University. In this facility, lithium plane jet of 10 mm in depth and 70

mm width is obtained in the velocity range of less than 15 m/s using a two contractions nozzle. The pattern projection method was used

to measure the amplitude of surface irregularity caused by surface wakes. The surface wakes were generated from small damaged at the

nozzle edge caused by erosion, and those were successfully measured by the method. The measurement results showed the amplitude of

the surface wakes were approximately equal to a size of damage of a nozzle. The amplitude was decreasing with distance to down

stream and with decreasing the flow velocity. The shapes of wave pattern of the wake were studied theoretically. The theoretical shapes

were compared with experimental results and both were agreed well.
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